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Kapuskasing Rotary 
Club Fishing 
Tournament has 
some exciting news 
  
Each team gets to weigh in six 
fish!!  

Easy right, ok this is where it gets 
fun. The team captain will get to 
determine what species makes 
up their six fish. 

We will have cards depicting a 
specific fish species, Pike, 
Walleye, Perch, and Bass. The 
team captain will pull six random 
cards which will decide their 
tournament catch.  

Don’t despair! If you get a couple 
cards you don’t like you will have 
the option of buying up to three 
extra card pulls at $10 each to 
switch up your hand. 

Each team will draw their cards 
between 7 and 9 am on the dock 
at Ouellette’s Bay the morning of 
the tournament.  There will be 3 
draw stations set up and it will 
be first come first serve. 

 
What is the cost? 
Adults $50.00 dollars each 
Children 16 and under $25.00 dollars each  
  
How do I register? 
Easy! Send an email with all participants’ names, email address, and phone numbers to 
donmcinnis61@gmail.com or message us on Facebook. 
  
How do I pay? 
Send your e-transfers for payments to donmcinnis61@gmail.com 
The boat must be paid in full before the event. 
  
Where? 
This family-friendly event will take place at Remi Lake on August 21st from 9:00am to 4:00 pm 
Headquarters and weigh station will be at Ouellette’s Bay dock. 
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Rules 
1. This is to be a fun event. 
2. Max amount of people in a boat is 4. 
3. All fish must be caught between 9:00am and 4:00pm. Anything caught before or after the designated 

time will not qualify. 
4. No Drugs or Alcohol. 
5. Maximum of 6 fish per boat will be weighted. 
6. Un-sportsman like conduct will not be tolerated. 
7. Young angler’s catches will be on honour system. They must be the one to catch the fish to enter it for 

prize. Keep it fun. 
8. You must have your cards at weigh in and we will only weigh the fish associated with your cards to 

make up your total weight. 

Prizes 
• Prize structure will include categories for men, for women, and for children 16 and under 
• Amount of cash prizes will depend on total amount of entries 
• All prizes will be given in cash excluding Young Angler Prize which will be angler’s choice from the prize 

table. 
• Prizes will be based on total weight of six fish 
• First place will go to biggest weight 
• Second place to second biggest weight 
• And so on. 
• There will also be a cash prize for: 
• Biggest fish caught by a male 
• Biggest fish caught by a female  
• Biggest fish caught by a young angler (16 and under) 
  
Help save our fishery 
We recommend live catch and release. If you do not intend on keeping fish for your consumption, please 
return fish to the lake after weigh in.  We highly recommend use of live wells, coolers with pumps or 
frequent weigh in’s.  

 

 


